WONDER: An Emotion Unlike Others?

Doubting Wonder

It has been hailed as the beginning of philosophy and as the thrill that
makes it chase after the stars; as the end philosophy tends to, and as a
state philosophy aims to expunge by explanation; as the essence of art,
as the aim of art, and as the means that art uses to accomplish its aims;
as the origin of scientific quests; as the result of scientific quests; as the
religious experience par excellence, the only proper response to a created
world, and the only possible response of those whose eyes have been
opened to see the glory of God in a blade of grass and every created
being. It has been acclaimed as a form of redemption, and identified with
consciousness itself. Inflected as awe; cadenced as bewitchment; transfigured as the sublime—a sense of wonder has claimed a key presence in
a variety of practices of knowledge, activities, and pursuits.
Yet for an emotion fêted so widely across a broad range of human
practices, wonder appears to register as a rather elusive presence to those
who would seek to understand it. This elusiveness, Mary-Jane Rubenstein suggests to us, may possess a special kind of inevitability—the elusiveness of an investigation whose subject is the very ground that sets
it into motion, or, otherwise put, the special difficulty attaching to the
self-defeating project of “thinking the condition of thinking’s own possibility.” For to ask, “What is wonder?” is only possible once wonder has
already set up the question as an object of (wondering) reflection. So
how, she asks, “is philosophy to go about seeking the very wonder that
sets it into motion?”1 Mutatis mutandis, we might say the same about any
inquiry that claims wonder as the origin of its motion.
11
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This deeper difficulty may lie in the shadows; but in the daylight lies
something simpler to remark, yet no less surprising for that, and that is
the widespread neglect of wonder in contemporary research on the emotions. It is a neglect that appears to unite psychologists and philosophers
of the emotions otherwise divided by important methodological and
philosophical differences on questions such as what the emotions are,
how the respective roles of cognition and physiology should be understood, what the respective roles of culture and biology consist in, or what
to name as the basic or primary emotions (and on what grounds). And it
is one that extends, not only to wonder, but also to related members of
the emotion family to which it belongs, such as awe.2
Why might that be? The answer to this question can be put briefly
before expanding: in taxonomies of the emotions, wonder often presents itself as an exception or anomalous instance—as an emotion unlike
others.
Remarking the neglect of wonder in his pioneering book-length account, Robert Fuller named one reason for it by pointing to an important
feature of contemporary theories of emotion: their preoccupation with
an evolutionary paradigm for the study of emotion and with the adaptive
significance of emotions considered as biological phenomena. Evolutionary psychologists, it is true, have warned that this preoccupation should
not be understood too narrowly—in terms, for example, of a concern
with immediate physical survival.3 Yet it is clear that some emotions lend
themselves to rewarding analysis more readily within this frame than
others, and it is not surprising that, within the terms of this paradigm,
biologists and psychologists have tended “to emphasize those emotions
that lead to the performance of adaptive behaviors such as withdrawal,
avoidance, mating, or aggression.”4 More generally, Fuller argues, the
focus cultivated by this framework has fallen on emotions that are short-
lived; that orient people to concrete aspects of the immediate physical
environment; and that are associated with specific facial expressions or
gestures. Emotions such as fear and anger—which can easily be tied to
behaviors with strategic adaptive importance—are perhaps the strongest
exemplars of the analytical promise of such a scheme. By contrast, wonder presents itself as a more awkward fit.
The problem of fit, as one of the elements of Fuller’s argument intimates, begins from the moment wonder is sought in the body. It is
significant, in this connection, that those working from within an evolutionary or biological paradigm who have joined in the neglect of wonder
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have included the heirs of the particular evolutionary perspective on
emotions developed in Darwin’s The Expression of the Emotions in Man
and Animals (1872). This work, which proposed to study the regularities
of human expressive behavior and their biological roots, has become the
starting point in recent decades for an investigation of the universality
of facial expressions corresponding to basic emotions. Notwithstanding the promise held out by Darwin’s remarks on the related notion of
admiration in his work, wonder has failed to figure among the emotions
which this tradition has concerned itself with. It is excluded, for example, from the list of basic emotions produced by Paul Ekman—one of
the best-k nown exponents of this view—which includes sadness, happiness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise.5 This exclusion must be taken in
part as an avowal of the difficulty of pinning an unambiguous expressive
profile to wonder, which might help restate the difficulty with wonder
as one that concerns the elusiveness of its embodiment—a suggestion
made explicitly in recent work with regard to one of wonder’s conceptual
siblings, awe, putting down its scientific neglect to its lack of a distinctive facial expression.6 Among emotion researchers, in fact, those who
have included wonder among primary or basic emotions have represented a quaint minority. And even those that have accorded it a place
in their taxonomies, such as the Dutch psychologist Nico Frijda (whose
work was clearly located in the Darwinian tradition) and the early British psychologist William McDougall, have not always done so in a way
that seems sufficiently respectful of the differences—subtle yet not to
be dismissed in advance—between related emotional concepts (such as
surprise and wonder, or wonder and curiosity) in ordinary language.7 (A
point, of course, that already suggests that the question raised here could
not be tackled without addressing the fractious topic of our ability to
identify and individuate emotions.)
These two aspects—the relative obscurity of the adaptive value of
wonder and the relative indeterminacy of its expression—are not unconnected, and together they point on to a further reason—linked with
other methodological tendencies of current emotion research—for this
programmatic neglect of wonder. For both difficulties in turn reveal an
underlying embarrassment in producing distinct statements about what,
falling in line with recent terminology, we would call the action tendencies of wonder, the inbuilt motion of this emotion—or, put more simply
still, what wonder makes us do. For if fear makes us freeze or fight or
flee, if anger makes us rear for confrontation, if envy prepares us for a
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bitter revenge, if love makes us seek out, and contempt eschew—action
tendencies that can be used to build theories about their adaptive value
in human history, and that are directly related to the repertory of expressive behavior associated with them—what might one say of wonder that
would hold with equal force?8
For wonder, it seems, can make us do everything or nothing. Even
our doing, as this has often been understood (in the history of philosophy, certainly, but not only) has been a species of non-doing, or whatever
else we might understand by contemplation. It is striking, for example,
and of direct relevance to this point, that some of the emotion researchers who have given their attention to wonder and committed themselves
to incorporating it within their taxonomies have presented a picture of
wonder whose most remarkable feature is its passivity. In Frijda’s account, this passivity is manifested both on the level of physiology—
marked by suspension of breathing and general loss of muscle tone,
which “causes the mouth to fall open, and may make the subject stagger
or force him to sit down”—and of expressive behavior more narrowly
defined—open eyes, raised eyebrows, open mouth, a forgetful relaxation
of the body. This passivity, to which Frijda relates the functional significance or meaning of the family of emotions comprising amazement,
surprise, and wonder—a significance that would appear to consist in the
enhancement of contact—is reflected in “the arrest of locomotion and
instrumental action.”9
And it is precisely this accent on instrumentality, or its lack—one
that will reverberate more than once through our discussion—that we
need in order to give an even deeper account of the occlusion of wonder
we have been trying to track, and perhaps the most accurate diagnosis
yet of the difficulty that has made of wonder such a conspicuous absentee
from contemporary taxonomies of the emotions. For not evolutionary rationale; not universality of distinct facial expression; nor yet only action-
tendencies—it has rather been judgment or cognition that has come to
figure most prominently in recent views of emotion in both psychology
(most markedly since its methodological comeback from behaviorism)
and in philosophy.
An account of emotion whose natural adversaries have ranged
broadly from behaviorists, proponents of a physiological James-Lange
theory of emotion, to empiricists of Hume’s ilk, this is a view that comes
in different forms and with different construals of its constituent elements. (What is cognition? Is cognition or judgment identical with the
emotion, its cause, or a constituent part? Is it necessary or sufficient for
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emotion?). But whether in psychology or philosophy, such theories share
a stress on the role of what, varying with the idiom, we may call the person’s (organism’s) goals or values, interests or projects, or more broadly,
the elements entering a person’s well-being. My fear as I walk down a
dark road registers my safety and integrity as an object of value presupposed by anything else I might desire; my grief traces out a halo of
value around the person I have lost; my joy at news of an unlooked-for
success registers my attachment to a certain kind of achievement; my
guilt registers a breach between an ideal I had treasured and now feel I
have let down. In its philosophical guise, in which it has emerged out
of a combat with dismissive views of emotions as dangerous or irrational or physiologically brute, the cognitive view of emotions has sometimes been parsed as a claim that emotions tell us something about the
world; they tell us “how things are” or let us “see things as they really
are”—a knowledge of the world that is fundamentally evaluative, and so
a knowledge of our world.10
One of the most suggestive views of this kind is the one recently
articulated by Martha Nussbaum in her Upheavals of Thought, where she
presents a “neo-Stoic” account that stresses four aspects of emotions:
their aboutness (emotions have objects); their intentionality (emotions
have intentional objects that embody ways of seeing); their basis in beliefs (emotions embody sets of beliefs about objects); and most crucially
for the “eudaimonistic” view Nussbaum wants to defend, their connection with value (emotions see objects as invested with an importance that
makes reference to an agent’s own flourishing). Emotions, on this view,
are judgments about external things to which we attach value and which
we see as intimately involved in our flourishing; which are vulnerable
and beyond our control; and which thus involve an acknowledgment of
passivity before the world.11 Nussbaum is at pains to stress that to describe emotions as eudaimonistic is not to describe them as egoistic, and
that we may value things intrinsically and for their own sake (if not impersonally) even though we will always value them as part of our life and
projects, and thus from an inalienably self-referential perspective. Yet
even this broader understanding of value seems to encounter difficulty in
accommodating wonder, which Nussbaum herself describes as the emotion most strikingly subversive to this scheme. “[A]s non-eudaimonistic
as an emotion can be,” wonder is an emotion, according to Nussbaum,
which “responds to the pull of the object, and one might say that in it the
subject is maximally aware of the value of the object, and only minimally
aware, if at all, of its relationship to her own plans. That is why it is likely
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to issue in contemplation rather than in any other sort of action toward
the object.”12
Weakly connected to action; unconnected to self-referential goals
and plans; thus breaching every category that emotion theorists bring to
bear when approaching individual emotions. And it is Nussbaum once
more who affords us the leverage for yet another addition to this enumeration of wonder’s unlikenesses, and for making contact with one of
our starting points or rallying points (the SUDDEN-ness of emotions,
which we may here parse as their ability to strike). For a feature of emotions that has often recurred in theoretical analyses—and that cognitive
theories such as Nussbaum’s have been thought challenged to accommodate—is the sense of passivity that shapes the way we typically experience them. Speaking with her own experience of grief as exemplar, she
writes of the “feeling of terrible tumultuousness, of being at the mercy
of currents that swept over me without my consent or complete understanding . . . the feeling that very powerful forces were pulling the self
apart, or tearing it limb from limb,” which is an instance of “the terrible
power or urgency of the emotions . . . the sense one has that one is passive or powerless before them.”13
This fact—that we experience emotions as uncontrollable, and ourselves as passive with regard to them; the fact that emotions strike—lies
at the root of much traditional hostility toward the emotions, and it is
one that, it has recently been suggested, we can read off the very grammatical evidence of our language. That emotions are “passions”—in the
literal sense of “states produced by one’s being acted on in certain ways”—
is suggested, Robert Gordon writes, “by the fact that the great majority
of adjectives designating emotions are derived from [passive] participles:
for example, ‘amused’, ‘annoyed’, ‘astonished’, ‘delighted’, ‘depressed’,
‘embarrassed’, ‘frightened’ . . . ‘overjoyed’, ‘pleased.’”14 It may seem remarkable, then, that in this respect wonder once again presents itself as
an anomaly, and only conveys passivity when encountered in compound
(“wonderstruck”). It is an anomaly that our own experience of frequent
struggles with paroxysms of anger, fear, and grief, and rare encounters
with a wonder that overpowers and we seek to repulse, may appear to
confirm, and that once again bespeaks a weaker anchor in the body and
a more ambiguous (thus less overpowering) kind of embodiment.15 And
this, in the light of Nussbaum’s analysis, should not surprise us, if the
intensity of emotion is commensurate to the degree of importance with
which its object is invested among our goals or projects,16 so that an
emotion weakly connected to one’s interests would be one that strikes
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weakly—and one too weakly connected to patterns of vital human interests to have been written into the body by the evolutionary process as a
striking one cannot repulse.
With our attention to the linguistic idiosyncrasies of wonder sharpened, we are now well prepared to remark another, which unseats wonder from among the passions in a different though closely related way.
For with many of the emotions, the emotion terms are often employed
in the expression of the emotion itself as first-person attributions (“I’m
angry with you,” “I’m feeling sad” or “I’m so scared”). With wonder, by
contrast, that seems to be the exception rather than the rule. “How remarkable,” “How extraordinary,” or just “Wow”—the expression of wonder often appears as an attribution to the object rather than an emotional
state ascribed in the first person to oneself (“I wonder” and “it fills me
with wonder” are relative rarities in our speech). Writers on the emotions have pointed out that in responding emotionally to an object, we
typically find ourselves ascribing a quality to the object or perceiving
it “as having the emotion-proper property.”17 To be disgusted at something is to perceive it as disgusting, to hate a person is to see him as
hateful or despicable—a fact that Peter Goldie suggests is closely bound
up with our experience of emotions as being justified or reasonable. Yet
what seems remarkable about wonder is that, in the language games we
play with it, such an explicitly attributive mode constitutes the dominant
form of our expression.
What this shares with the grammatical point marked just before
(concerning the element of passivity ordinarily enshrined in our language) is a tendency to draw emphasis away from the emotion as an
experience, and to channel it toward the object that excites it. Yet even to
those convinced of the depth of grammar, this peculiarity may not seem
sufficiently significant or striking until it is joined to another observation, which develops Goldie’s emphasis on rationality and justification—
and with which we can finally bring to a close the long list of credentials
establishing wonder’s uneasy membership in traditional taxonomies. For
in focusing on judgment or cognition, cognitivist theories of emotions
have taken themselves to be concerned with an element that plays a cardinal role on two different levels of our thinking about emotions: in our
ability to identify and distinguish emotions, and in our ability to justify
and explain them. The judgment, implicit in my fit of anger, that someone has inflicted undue injury on something I care about, or the judgment, implicit in my access of grief, that something or someone I loved is
now lost to me, are central to what identifies these emotions as anger or
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as grief. And it is again these kinds of judgments—judgments in which
factual beliefs and evaluative assumptions stand closely partnered—that
would figure prominently in any effort to justify our emotional reactions
and defend them as rational or fitting.
With wonder, however, we may find ourselves stumped for words
when we reach out to identify the tissue of judgments and beliefs that
form its rational core. “How remarkable!” What more can we immediately say of wonder’s judgments and wonder’s justice than that it responds to a perception of an object as remarkable, extraordinary, beyond
expectation? And this observation may well leave us feeling that, while
emotions may be judgments of value, this “judgment” is too naked a
postulation of value to merit the name—more an exclamation than a
judgment, and too much feeling to be even dignified with words.18 It
is, perhaps, this sense of wonder’s nudity—its deficient or fluid rational
core—that is expressed in the well-k nown psychologist Richard Lazarus’s reluctant retreat before “states like awe, wonder, and faith-trust,”
which “can be used in more than one sense,” rendering their meaning
one about which it is “difficult to know what to say.”19
This point—like several others in our list—is one we are scheduled
to revisit in later stages of our thinking. But for now, we can draw this list
of wonder’s eccentricities to a close and merely turn the page over to remark that this singular position of wonder among the emotions, far from
being the preserve of contemporary theories, has been mirrored in the
position wonder has occupied in other phases of its history, particularly
in its philosophical trajectory. In his landmark work on the emotions,
The Passions of the Soul (1649), Descartes would give a prominent place
to the passion of wonder, yet in doing so he would make its exceptional
status clear in ways that loudly echo the reasons for wonder’s occlusion
in modern taxonomies. For Descartes, the passions “dispose our soul
to want the things which nature deems useful for us”—useful, that is,
qua embodied beings. Yet wonder is a passion we experience “before we
know whether or not the object is beneficial to us,” which is the ground
for Descartes’s naming it as the first of the passions.20 This disconnection
from interest is in turn related to a diminished mode of embodiment;
for given that the sole object of wonder is knowledge, wonder is “not accompanied by any change in the heart or the blood, such as occurs in the
case of the other passions,” but is only related to the brain.21
And while, notwithstanding these two forms of elevation, Descartes
himself would still treat wonder as a passion requiring criticism and correction, 22 it is in fact wonder’s exceptional position in a philosophical
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history that since its earliest days has treated the passions as objects of
suspicion—to be critiqued, disciplined, and corrected—that provides the
most illuminating insight into its unusual credentials. Emotion, as Robert Solomon notes, “has almost always played an inferior role in philosophy, often as antagonist to logic and reason.”23 Yet wonder has repeatedly
emerged among philosophers as a codicil to this blanket distrust. This is
certainly the case with the Stoics, well known for their jaundiced view
of the passions as false judgments of value, and for whom (as for many
of the ancient schools) philosophy served as a therapy for the passions.
The negative view of wonder often associated with the Stoics and encapsulated in the familiar maxim nil admirari—which links wonder to the
problematic emotional attachments subjected by the Stoics to scathing
ethical critique—should not here mislead us. For it takes its place next
to a positive appreciation of wonder as a response to the natural world in
the context of theoretical inquiry which reveals that the spirit that had
made wonder the philosophical passion par excellence for both Aristotle
and Plato, a passion to be prized and not repulsed, continues to breathe
through Stoic writings.24
Leaping ahead to a more recent philosophical episode—in what is
meant to be an indicative and not an exhaustive enumeration—we may
say the same of Kant, who shares many affinities with the ancient philosophers and many of their sources of distrust, and whose ethical viewpoint has often been construed (though not always justly, it has been
argued) in terms of a sharp rejection of the role of emotion in morality
and a strident emphasis on reason. Yet it is Kant who, closing the Critique of Practical Reason, left us with one of the most eloquent expressions of wonder when he wrote: “Two things fill the mind with ever new
and increasing admiration (Bewunderung) and awe (Ehrfurcht), the more
often and more steadily one reflects on them: the starry heavens above me
and the moral law within me”—thus tying wonder to the heartland of his
ethical theory.25 And it is Kant likewise who, as we will see more fully
later, makes of that species of wonder that forms the flagship of Romantic sensibility, the sublime, one of the most telling moments of his aesthetics, a moment that is notable for its separation from selfish interest,
and that drives deep nerves into Kant’s ethical outlook as a whole.
Knowing Wonder

Wonder, then, emerges as an emotion unlike others in every way, and one
calculated to fall through the cracks in taxonomies of emotion—hence,
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we may conclude, its programmatic neglect in contemporary theories,
which have shrugged it off as too slippery to be responsibly handled.
An apophatic view of wonder if there ever was one—and not a view
with which we could allow ourselves to rest. For on the one hand, if
wonder falls through the cracks of our taxonomies, this could also be
read as a token of the limitations of such taxonomies or indeed of rigid
taxonomies in general, which may demand of phenomena a greater unity
than they inherently possess. An insistence on analyzing emotions too
narrowly in terms of their characteristic action-tendencies, for example,
would be resisted by several central emotions, such as hope or regret.
Our habitual inclination to seek the emotions in the face, it has been
similarly suggested, betrays a limiting focus on emotions as paroxysms
or “episodic perturbations” that is liable to obscure the importance of
longer-standing emotions such as love or anger or jealousy on our lives.
Such emotions express themselves over time in complex ways, registering—as Peter Hacker observes—“in the reasons that weigh with one
in one’s deliberations,” in “the desires one harbours” and “the thoughts
that cross one’s mind in connection with the objects of one’s feelings,”
as much as in a disposition to episodes of occurrent passion that imprint
themselves visibly on our physical frame.26
Loosening the tenacity of these taxonomic grids, mollifying the
steely unity they try to impose on phenomena, we may find ourselves less
at a loss faced with the psychological phenomena we attempt to chart.
And in this case, such mollification may leave us more open to acknowledging that, if we even consider positioning wonder within taxonomies
of the emotions despite the challenges it poses to them, this is not merely
a contingent residue of our intellectual history and of the decisions of
earlier inquirers to classify wonder as a maverick yet central member of
their psychological schemes, but also a reflection of a basic recognition
of what wonder has in common with those other experiences we class as
“emotions” within our passionate life—and as such, already a pointer to
the positive hold we have on wonder rather than the hold we lack.
For wonder may not tear the soul limb from limb like anger or like
love; wonder may not often leave us passive or helpless in the power of
its grip. Yet if we think of reaching for the language of “passion” to talk
of wonder despite our limited experience of wonder’s passivity, like Plato
before us who spoke of wonder as a pathos in introducing philosophy
to its origin (Theaetetus 155d), it is to the extent that we can after all
recognize that, on those rare occasions on which it strikes, wonder can
momentarily make our chest expand and our breath deepen, can leave
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us uplifted and moved, as the passions often move, changing the way we
see the world and impelling us to act in response to our changed vision,
as the passions often impel us. It is an impulse whose bidding may often
appear to take the thinnest of forms, as its characterization by observers
such as Frijda suggests, at its thinnest simply bidding us to stand before
objects with still attention or to lean closer to dwell on them more intently. Yet this already constitutes a pattern of acting or characteristic
motion sufficiently distinct to enter our account of wonder’s status as
an emotion, and one that writes itself in our opening face and widening eyes in ways that anchor wonder visibly in the body’s script. 27 These
multiple recognitions of wonder’s status as an emotion, in turn, are ones
that are embedded in the most basic forms of our language, as when we
speak of wonder as something we “experience” and “feel.”28
While wonder thus challenges the analytical categories habitually
applied to the emotions, it is only a steely reading of these categories
that would leave wonder entirely defeated by them, in ways that would
exclude it from the framework of the passions altogether and expel it
beyond our epistemic reach. And how, after all, could such an expulsion be even envisaged? For bracketing the analytical frameworks of
those claiming a more-than-ordinary expertise on familiar phenomena,
what—it might be asked—could be closer to us than wonder? What—
to grasp at one of the joints of the Ur-text imparting structure to our
present thought—could be closer to us than that emotional experience
that, it has been suggestively claimed, is identical to nothing less than
EXPERIENCE itself?
For if the ordinary, as Wittgenstein suggested, is not experienced
as such, and we only notice something insofar as it is unexpected or
unfamiliar, then surprise, and mutatis mutandis wonder, would seem
(Philip Fisher glosses) to “become the very heart of what it means to
‘have an experience’ at all.”29 And if wonder forms the heart of experience in the present, this point could also be transposed to the past as an
insight about the historical progression through which our very world
has been formed. The texture of ice cream, the look of snow, the sound
of a waterfall, the pleasure of holding a book in one’s hand, of standing
up unsteadily on one’s skates and gliding, of the first look of love one
sees returned—everything that was once unfamiliar would have been
filtered through wonder into one’s world. This is also the implication
one could draw out of Descartes’s view as we have outlined it and which
Deborah Brown does us the service of bringing out more distinctly when
she remarks that, for Descartes, to the extent that all “other passions
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presuppose some knowledge of the object,” all “presuppose the prior effects of wonder.”30 To take that reflection seriously would be to be surprised into the view that wonder must lie at the historical root of every
object that has entered our experience. Seen in this light, wonder would
constitute not only the heart of experience but its gatekeeper. And don’t
we imply as much when we keep coming back to children as the paradigm in which wonder must be thought?
That might be going too fast, forming certainties about the proper
objects of wonder that are too quick to be trusted, and that it will be the
task of another chapter (“SUDDEN”) to more attentively explore. More
to the point, it may be questioned, if wonder is identical to experience,
how often we really experience the world in the way Wittgenstein can
be heard as pointing to. The wonder we experience as children, after
all, is one to which we would seem developmentally fated to forfeit our
access.
Any attempt to place wonder in sharper view, in fact, must take its
starting point from the acknowledgment that wonder is an experience
that does not often strike or often take us in the power of its grip, and that
typically enters our passionate lives as an isolated incursion, for reasons
that the connection between wonder and the unfamiliar forged above,
joined to Nussbaum’s earlier statement of wonder’s “non-eudaimonistic”
character, already illuminate from different directions. For if wonder
emerges in the first instance as a response to that which stands out from
what is ordinary and familiar, and if everyday life presupposes multiple
unnoticed backgrounds of this kind for its very constitution, wonder is
an experience to which we have every reason to think we would not be
routinely exposed. And given the push and pull of practical concerns
that govern our lives and the self-referential passionate responses they
set in motion, we may also see why a passionate response ungrounded in
such concerns is one to which we would rarely stand open, and when we
do, one which might lack a more enduring anchor in our lives that would
make it readily accessible for reflective examination.31 In light of wonder’s unsteady relation to our ordinary lives, wonder’s elusiveness when
we seek to place it within our epistemic reach should not surprise us.
Wonder’s nearness, yet wonder’s remoteness—a pair of conflicting
characterizations of wonder’s relation to our lives that we do not encounter for the last time, and that would here offer opposing estimations of
the epistemic grip we might hope for: wonder eludes us—yet wonder is
something we know inside out and as intimately as anything we experience before we can scarcely walk or talk. Yet to bring these competing
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claims into balance and place a sharper story about our knowledge of
wonder into view that calibrates more judiciously what we know with
confidence and what we hold in doubt, we now need to lean more deeply
inward toward the roots of a confidence which will seem rudimentary,
yet which forms the foundation of anything we can know or doubt.
To turn inward for discoveries such as these is a move that philosophers have learned to distrust in many of its philosophical forms, and
here we must side with Wittgenstein and his interpreters in appropriating the insight that one of the few yet also most illuminating inward
turns that is open to us is linguistic in kind. For however much psychological phenomena may reflectively puzzle us, and however we might
distinguish between their different degrees of experiential nearness or
remoteness, our first temptation, when approaching them philosophically, has often been to picture them as lying as close to us as anything
that takes place within our own breast or inside our own minds. Yet the
grasp we seek over such phenomena, on the view articulated by Wittgenstein, stands to be achieved not by turning inward to observe what
takes place within us, but by a different kind of inward turn, to our ordinary linguistic usage. To know what an emotion such as anger or joy or
wonder “is,” put tersely, is simply to know how to engage in the language
games we play with those words, using them to express our own anger
or our wonder, or to describe the reactions of others.
And that is a turn inward to the resources of our own language that
is simultaneously a turn outward in at least two separate ways. First,
because it is a turn to an “I” that participates in the “we” of the linguistic
community one belongs to as a competent speaker of one’s language with
authority to judge what can and cannot be said. Second, because the first
person plural is additionally a turn outward to the body, through which
language must ordinarily pass in order to reach us. For without the expression of the body, the competent speakers of language who formed
my authority as a child could never have taught me to speak, even as
it is bodily expression that later on, as an accomplished master of language, continues to provide me with criteria for ascribing psychological
concepts to others. This was the viewpoint expressed pithily in Wittgenstein’s rich if not immediately penetrable aphorism that “the human body
is the best picture of the human soul” (PPF, 25), which encapsulated a
more wide-ranging venture to call attention to the natural expressions
and reactions that language builds upon, grafts itself upon, and replaces.
Aphoristically again and in medias res, yet suggestively enough: “The verbal expression of pain replaces crying, it does not describe it” (PI, 244).32
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And so, mutatis mutandis, with the verbal expression of anger, or fear,
or surprise.
Our ability to use expressions such as “I am in pain” or “I am angry”
or “It fills me with wonder” and “How wonderful!” will be then be genealogically connected to the fact that we had once been offered the words
of pain or anger or wonder to replace our wince or our flushed face, our
exclamation or dropped jaw, by those with a mastered relationship to
language. Our mastery of this language will be a mastery that has first
passed through the body. In this narrative, the child will figure as hero
twice over, not only in constituting the archetype or paradigm in which
wonder must be thought, but in forming the historical root of anything
we can say about wonder—or about any other psychological concepts—
as speakers of our language.
To remark this is to return to one of the points mentioned above in
our enumeration of wonder’s (“apophatic”) unlikenesses—its enigmatic
relationship to the body, and the ambiguous expression in which it finds
embodiment, which seemed to shut it out of the universalizing perspective of modern-day Darwinians—to directly qualify its force. For if we
have ever learned to (speak of) wonder, it would seem that wonder—like
pain, or like anger—is something we must be able to see (recognize) expressed. Yet this qualification will have limited relevance unless nuanced
further. Because even on Wittgenstein’s terms, the relationship between
language and our natural reactions is not a simple one, and the form of
“seeing” just invoked not one in which the biological provides the only
system of signs. To the bodily or biological, Wittgenstein’s interpreters
have added two other contexts that must be taken into account in tracing the course of our linguistic learning, as also the operation of our
linguistic practices once mastered. One of these is the cultural context
that conditions our expressive possibilities—for it is social conventions,
as Peter Hacker notes, “that partly determine within a social group what
may count as an expression of love or hatred, gratitude or resentment, affection or contempt”—while the other is the narrative context that conditions our interpretation of behavior.33
The latter context is what is cryptically alluded to in Wittgenstein’s
question: “Why does it sound odd to say: ‘For a second he felt deep
grief ’?” (PPF, 3), to which Stanley Cavell’s words come as interpretation: “What I call something, what I count as something, is a function
of how I recount it, tell it.” How I tell it: how I connect it to what came
before and what came after; how I trace its pathway across time—
a pathway that counts grief by its causes and counts its depth by its
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more-than-momentary effects. Elsewhere, Cavell uses the term “logical
history” to refer to these kinds of recounting (“a passion, one might say,
has a history, as an action has; a logical history”). 34 And “logic,” here,
refers us to the notions of intelligibility that are deeply enmeshed in the
ways we apply psychological concepts to ourselves and others. For to
identify a given bodily manifestation as a particular emotion, as Stephen
Mulhall points out, directly depends on our ability to regard it as an “intelligible human response to the circumstances embodied in the relevant
background.”35 It is to such background that you would need to refer in
order to understand my outburst of weeping as one of rage, or grief, or
pain, or relief, and the words you teach me would be the words in terms
of which you can understand and make sense of my natural expression.
And it is likewise in this context—where another’s capacity to make
sense of my reactions comes up as a stage and condition for my capacity to be taught—that notions of normality and abnormality enter our
view, as an indispensable adjunct of intelligibility. It is Cavell, again,
who spells out the hold of such notions most compellingly, illuminating the extent to which our ability to (learn to) communicate with each
other in language depends on the sheer contingent fact that as human
beings we tend to react to certain things in certain ways we take to be
normal. To imagine a person who reacts differently—who, for example,
expresses suffering by laughing, who could be comforted by whipping,
who “laughs at rejection or physical pain the way we laugh at a joke,”
who screams in pain when touched with affection, who is “bored by an
earthquake or by the death of his child or the declaration of martial law”
or who gets “angry at a pin or a cloud or a fish”—is to imagine a kind
of person of which we may have to say: “Such people do not live in our
world,” and to whom whether we can still respond as persons comes into
question.36 If one experiences the force of these counterfactual imaginings, one may see in them the seed of an insight that attaches itself to our
own case with similar force. For is the language of wonder one that could
be taught to a child that reacted to rainbows or kites or its first vision
of the world under snow or the modern-day Disneyland designed for
enchantment (or any of the other everyday sources of wonder to which
children are exposed) with tears of rage or boredom or distress, or of any
other emotion under which we might dare to interpret his tears? Such a
child, we might say, does not form part of our shared world.
If we began by talk of a look inward, however, the line we have
just drawn out exposes us to the strongest outward-moving thrust. Because to speak of intelligibility and its constraints (including constraints
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of normality) is to begin to trace a ring around wonder that would set
boundaries around what “can” or “cannot” be (called) wonder and what
we can and cannot wonder at, finally bringing us up sharply against our
starting question to demand a firmer response. For the question, “What
is wonder?” could be parsed again by asking: Just how tightly can this
ring be drawn? To restate it in terms we have only freshly employed: If
passions have a logical history, what logic belongs to wonder?
To know what wonder “is” will be a knowledge of how to use its
characteristic language and engage in its language games, we tersely said
moments ago. It is a knowledge of what to call wonder and when to
speak of it which means that we know wonder as intimately as any other
emotion we have learnt to recognize in others and been taught to express, and as intimately and as confidently as any word we have mastered
the ability to use, a mastery we exhibit when we spot looks of wonder
on another’s face (“there was such wonder in her eyes as she suddenly
walked in and saw—”) or when we describe ourselves as having being
filled with wonder at a sight or a thought (“it fills one with such wonder
to think—”). This mastery of the phenomena would seem robust enough
to allow us to respond to the intellectual defeat expressed by some theoretical inquirers—wonder is a state about which it is “difficult to know
what to say” (Lazarus)—with the simple counterclaim that in a real
sense, in ordinary circumstances, and as ordinary speakers of our language if not as theoretical investigators claiming a more-than-ordinary
expertise, we do know what to say and when to say it.
Yet the story of this mastery, it must now be observed, cannot be
entirely told in such simple terms. For that, on the one hand, would be
to overlook the variety of factors that influence our use of psychological
language, and that may indeed differentiate between the linguistic habits of individuals nominally belonging to a unified linguistic community.
The ways we employ such language, after all—the emotions we experience and express and reflectively ascribe to ourselves, as much as the
emotions we succeed in recognizing in others—reflect capacities of feeling and sensitivities of judgment that vary across individuals and depend
on the particular journeys of personal formation and types of passionate
education to which they have been exposed.
And to the extent that this education places us in relations of dependency to the linguistic communities we inhabit and to the attitudes
to the emotions that shape their outlook, the ease with which we reach
for a particular emotive vocabulary to speak of ourselves and speak for
others will also reflect the broader attitudes and evaluative stances of our
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community to the emotion in question. If wonder thus presents itself to
its students as an elusive phenomenon—to resume our running theme
yet again—the reasons for this may go beyond the “constitutive” disposition to rarity that was pinned above to its paradigmatic connection to
the unfamiliar and paradigmatic disconnection from self-concern. For it
may signal a linguistic distance from the vocabulary of wonder that reveals something important about its uncertain status within our cultural
life, and is already a testament to what Mary Baine Campbell describes
as our deeply ambivalent stance on its value.37
But putting this more complex point aside, to tell this story so simply would also be to overlook, and more basically, the multiple moments
of uncertainty or doubt that typically shadow our ordinary linguistic
transactions. For: I see a child wake up on a winter morning to a world
glittering under snow for the first time and run up to the window to
stare out with shining eyes, and (encouraging, recognizing) I say: “Isn’t it
wonderful?” I see a child watching fish turn and shimmer in the aquarium, a child looking at iridescent seashells or shiny stones in the natural
history museum—eyes wide, hands stretching out to touch the glass—
and I later say: “You should have seen the look of wonder on her face.”
The expression is there; and so is the narrative context—a context even
more perspicuous to me for my having constructed it myself (leading her
to the window, taking her for a weekend visit to the museum) with the
very intention to provoke a wondering response.
Yet: I see a member of my walking group stop in his tracks as we
make our way through the darkened landscape of a remote island and
raise his eyes to the densely starred sky, and I hear him say, “Wow.” Later
recounting this scene, do I speak of “wonder” or “awe,” of “amazement”
or simply “surprise” in describing his response? With nothing but his
exclamation and wide-eyed look to guide me, any of these words would
find a foothold in this scene, though some of them will seem thicker and
some thinner than others. “Surprise” may seem too thin for the grandeur
I see (and could I imagine him seeing it differently?), too quickly jolting and as quickly passing (it is my sense of what the scene “demands”
that again speaks), too suggestive of a rudimentary ignorance (as if he
had not expected to find the very sky there; as if nothing whatsoever, in
this era of mass information, had prepared him for the possibility that
the stars could appear in such density in the absence of artificial light).
“Awe” may seem too thick in the depth of feeling it attributes, suggestive of a grandeur that touches deeply enough to humble; though if my
fellow-walker remains rooted to the spot while everyone walks on and I
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later find him looking grave and quiet where he had previously been the
life of the party, I may be more disposed to reach for it. “Wonder” itself
would seem to carry a commitment, a shade of deeper, more positive
feeling and indeed a more enduring effect, that “astonishment” and even
“amazement”—while lacking the brevity of “surprise”—do not involve,
though its freight would seem lighter than the one carried by “awe.”
I would in fact need a broader view of the narrative history of this
moment—not only of what my fellow-walker went on to do, but also of
what had gone before it, in an open-ended sense that would include his
larger individual history and his habits of emotional response—and I
might indeed need to hear him recount this scene in his own words, in
order to interpret this exclamation with a vocabulary that would commit
to one emotive concept as against another. Even if emotion is anchored
in our body’s script—to resume our earlier phrase and to solidify our
insight about the complexity of the signs at stake—the way it writes
itself is rarely enough to allow us to read its identity without a number
of interpretive aids.
Even where interpretive aids are in rich supply, in fact, it must often
be accepted—assimilating an insight that Wittgenstein developed forcefully in his work—that such concepts are not hermetically sealed from
each other, and are not separated by hard and fast boundaries that would
allow us to regiment their meaning into crisp definitions and to issue
categorical judgments as to whether certain phenomena speak to one
concept to the exclusion of another. (PI, 68–69: The use of a word is “not
everywhere bounded by rules,” though “we can draw a boundary—for
a special purpose.”) Approaching the question of wonder’s “logic” with
the sensitivities Wittgenstein sought to encourage in us, we might want
to programmatically abjure the expectation that an emotion (or any concept simpliciter) should respond to a single logic that we could identify
and spell out in crystalline terms applicable to every one of its instances,
in doing so imagining we have a stronger intellectual mastery over the
phenomena than we can possess. Ronald Hepburn’s landmark essay on
wonder, in which the relation of wonder to elements of cognition or rationality forms a running theme, could be read as supporting evidence
for this view, carefully outlining the different varieties of wonder in a
way that suggests that it would be an aggression on the phenomena to
treat wonder as a single thing.38
Our knowledge of wonder is thus tied to a mastery of language that
is inherently pluralistic, and that while confident in central cases—where
expression and actions can be confidently fitted into a confidently known
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narrative—can be more exposed to ambiguity or doubt in others. And
this ambiguity, to qualify it further, reflects not only the permeability
of emotions’ boundaries qua concepts, but also their permeability qua
experiences. As Hume once remarked, it takes only a “different turn
of thought”—a slight shift in what we may call the ideation that conceptually constitutes an emotion—to change the nature of the passion
we feel. Hope often alternates with fear when faced with an uncertain
outcome; grief often alternates with anger when faced with an injury or
a loss.39 Even if we could clearly mark the boundaries, thus, between
the different concepts that compete for the first-person or third-person
characterization of a given experience like the one just sketched out—
“awe” and “wonder,” “astonishment” and “amazement”—we might need
to recognize that these different emotions may all shade into each other
and stand combined in the experience, militating against its unification
under a single conceptual commitment.
Focusing on the first type of boundary, some of the distinctive features of wonder outlined earlier, in fact, already suggested why wonder
might be exposed to greater ambiguity than other emotions and offer
stronger resistance to proposed regimentations of its logic. For the expression of wonder, we said, is rarely couched in the vocabulary of wonder and its cognates, and rarely in ways that ascribe this vocabulary to the
first person. Not “I am filled with wonder” or “I wonder”—an expression
that, where it stands independently, often conveys questioning and often
appears in conjunction (“I wonder whether, or why, or how”) to specify
its objects of interrogation40 —but “Wow” or “How extraordinary!” and
occasionally “How wonderful!” The linguistic habits that determine how
we express our responses, how others describe them or we ourselves later
recount them, thus fail to call upon the vocabulary of wonder in terms
that would give it a firmer place in our linguistic lives, and make it more
accessible to reflection when we try to map these linguistic phenomena.
No less importantly, wonder seems to lack the strong rational core
that characterizes most other emotions, and that ordinarily lends itself to
articulations of their specific logic. To say this, of course, is not to suggest
that there are no judgments or beliefs we could ever adduce to explain or
justify our wondering response. The person wondering at the existence
of life, or the birth of a child, or the ability of the human mind to grasp
scientific truths—to mention a few of the most striking instances—or
the person standing in wonder before the night sky—to take one of the
best-k nown philosophical topoi—might well be able to formulate the
thoughts or beliefs that feed into this emotional response.41 Yet any such
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thoughts would seem to be expressions of wonder in a way that applies
more strongly to wonder than to other emotions when their justifying
context is expressed (“It was possible that life should never have arisen!”
“A whole new human being!”). Hepburn makes a telling remark when
he points out that wonder “can indeed be challenged and deflated”—can
always be challenged, we may add—“by the question, ‘What else would
you expect?’”42 In echoing the tones of a jaded cynicism and the refrains
of reductivism (“it’s just . . .”), what this deflationary question (or its
permanent possibility) would seem to reveal is the extent to which what
is at stake is a reduction of value, and to which a judgment—all too
naked—of value is involved.
This observation—which thematizes the relationship of wonder to
explanation, and the necessity of its liquidation—points ahead to questions we will be meeting again in the following chapter (“DELIGHT”).
And yet having posed the question of wonder’s logic, and having calibrated more finely the degree of confidence and the degree of doubt that
should enter our response, it would seem that here we would in fact have
the outline—thinner than other types of emotional logic yet substantive
enough—of the ring we had been seeking to draw. For within this logic,
the ascription of value to the object of one’s wonder could at the very
least be identified as a central component. This is an assumption explicitly expressed by Nussbaum, who, as we saw earlier, described wonder as
an emotion responding to “the pull of the object” in which “the subject
is maximally aware of the value of the object.”43
It is a view whose image we may recognize in many of the experiences
of wonder we are familiar with in our different capacities, as laypeople,
as scientists, as philosophers—the prototypical case of wonder before a
rainbow seen for the first time, the stunned beholding of a glistening underground cave, the wonder at the miracle of birth, the scientific wonder
at the capacities of the mind. The astonishment we experience at such
events, thoughts, or discoveries is one that seems inseparable from the
experience of beauty or positive significance that accompanies them.44
On such a view, it is this positive element that would help to distinguish
wonder from other emotions such as astonishment or amazement, which
appear more neutral to the value of the objects that provoke it.45
To return to the kinds of concrete cases we considered above: I see
a child’s eyes widen before snow, before shimmering fish, its jaw dropping and its hand moving to touch and I say: “Just look at her wonder.”
But I see a child’s eyes widen, its jaw dropping, before the gruesome
spectacle of an animal lying dead on the road, before the morning-after
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